
 

  

 Color and Texture- 

Refresh existing shelving by adding color 

and texture with customized shelf liners. 

 

 Prevent Damage- 

Our shelf liners prevent merchandise from 

sliding off shelves thus minimizing breakage 

and liability. 

 

 Ease- 

The pliability of our products matched with 

our ability to add adhesive and cut to size 

reduces manufacturing costs by 60%. 

 

 Durability- 

HyGrip is extremely durable.  This shelf 

liner is ideal for heavy duty applications.  

Liners clean up with just soap and water. 

 

 Green- 

Some of our shelf liners are made from post-

consumer bottles.  If you are thinking green 

for our future, reuse your existing shelves 

and refresh your department by using these 

products.   

10 bottles= 1 yard of our non-woven fabrics 

 

Hytex Industries has been a manufacturer of decorative textiles for 

over 40 years. During that time, we have developed a number of 

products to include woven and non-woven fabrics, cork and 

industrial textiles.  These have been adopted by the Retail Store 

Fixture Industry for use as panel fabrics, shelving liners and 

wallcoverings. 

Why add a  

Hytex products most commonly 

used by the fixture industry is our  

HyGrip non-skid shelving liners. 

needlepunch fabrics is unique in 

that they are made from 100%  

solution-dyed polyester staple 

shelving liners have added a 

decorative component to metal 

shelving while minimizing 

damage to products on display. 

Another popular choice has been 

our needlepunch textiles. These 

products are extremely durable 

and constructed to withstand 

years of commercial and retail 

traffic. The construction of our 

materials, we provide custom 

services to include: color 

matching, pressure sensitive 

adhesive, die cutting and, slitting. 

Throughout the store fixture 

industry, production managers 

have found that our products 

have reduced the man hours 

associated with applications by as 

much as two-thirds. 

Although used primarily 

in the shoe, electronic, 

home appliance, frame 

and luggage department 

the versatility of our 

products offers numerous 

options for all areas of 

store design. The non-

skid feature of these 

fiber. Their physical 

characteristics far exceed 

those of our competitors 

and are competitively 

priced. Our needlepunch 

fabrics are all Class A 

rated and pass UBC 8-2. 

In addition to 

manufacturing these 

Our products  

have reduced the  

production man 

hours by two-thirds.  

 Hytex 

 

 



 

- After deciding which area to refresh, 

provide us with the shelf specification 

for your shelf liner. 

- Choose your pattern and color. 

- Let us do the rest! 
 

Peel back 
Corner of 
Liner… 

 

Place corner of liner and 
press down to hold liner in 

place… 
 

Then carefully pull back 
paper keeping sure material 

stays straight on shelf. 


